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TENNYSON.

P

OETRY is the highest form of truth. The effort of the soul
to express itself takes the very highest imaginative form in
poetry. All art is harmonious; all art is an attempt of the spirit to
carry itself to the ideal, and by as much as it attains this object
there is produced high art. The law of l ife is harmonious growth.
The expression of deep and vital truth belongs to music, sculpt
ure, painting, architecture, and, in greatest degree of all, to poetry.
The poet's function in the act of self expression is to open the
•windows of our prison-house that we may obtain a glimpse, if
not a full view, of the sunny landscape which lies without; or,
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he carries us to lofty heights from which we may secure a more
extended prospect than we h ave in the lowlands of our common
experience. There is, however, much in our every-day life and
in our ordinary surroundings that would satisfy a soul hungering
for the bread of life if we knew how to separate that which would
feed us, from the dry husks and non-nutritious parts—if we were
poets. Burns knew how to do this ; Wordsworth knew. The.
great poet stands sponsor for the race. He undertakes to express
the meaning of nature and human life for all who cannot express
themselves, and so it is that the mind of ordinary experience
will be carried forward and upward, as on wings, by the poet's
words. Through his words the soul of the common man will be
led across the chasm that separates soul from soul, and will be
brought en rapport with the very life of t he poet himself. What
else is it than to become Shakespeare when one shares the deep
emotion, the poet's vision, the penetrating, intellectual insight
of Shakespeare ? It is not even hinted that one could in an origi
nal effort think- Shakespeare's thoughts, but as far as one in sad
sincerity appreciates the poet's creations, he becomes a poet, and
tastes then for one brief moment, ambrosial food.
Many poets have spoken for the race of man. What songs of
triumph and what laments of grief? What chaplets they
wear—these world-conquering heroes? They have overcome
the coarse worldliness of things; they have mounted on eagle's
wings into the bright empyrean. They are God's ministers
comforting the disconsolate and speaking words of helpful cheer
to men of good will.
The list of the laurel-crowned are household names. By
reason of temperament, experience and education, one would
select this poet, another that, as best portraying his own life; as
best presenting the ideals towards which he is striving. The
poet who has spoken with a most fascinating charm; whose
order of development has been consonant with the order of
nature, proceeding in successive steps, and not per saltum ;
whose work has advanced according to the law of evolution,
and not of revolution, is Alfred Tennyson. What the scope
and meaning of Tennyson's poetry are seem perfectly clear,
and this is evidence of his greatness; but it would require a
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Tennyson of prose to adequately portray the true significance
of h is life as seen expressed in his verse. He was an artist. He
readied to the primal source of truth, and uttered his mes
sage m perfect words. The beauties of the natural world are
chiefly good, as they assist man to live his life—not the life of
sense and the coarse-grained commercial defilement of material
profit, but the life wherein beauty, harmony and the ideal ex
cellencies of the soul are the governing ideas of existence. This
life Tennyson greatly and beautifully subserved. Whatever is
fine in thought has been finely expressed in words by this con
summate artist—an artist in the highest field of artistic display.
Tennyson stands pre-eminently the standard poet of t he nine
teenth century. His voice reaches through the Victorian era as
the exponent of the civilization of his time, and future genera
tions will so regard it. He appears nowhere to be afflicted with
a Byromc frenzy, but with calmness and equipoise he brings the
serious things of the soul to light. Measured by the average of
his attainments he is a great poet; and in his endowments a
genius.
How well Tennyson suits himself to the changing state of man !
what quotable lines he has for the age of twenty years! His
beauty pleases and the brilliancy of his fancy captivates. His
imagery is vivid and his sentiment chaste. Later, when one is
persuaded self persuaded—that he is growing wise, one puts
lennyson aside as the young man's poet; but wisdom comes at
last, the full significance of the poet's thoughts appears, and an
interest is awakened in the poems of d eeper meaning; now " In
Memoriam," is recognized as the poet's great work. The age
in the life of a reader when this poem will be appreciated, is the
same as that at which it was written: we obtain here general
truths, universal obtained out of particular facts. This poem
is a philosophy, but it passes beyond philosophy, and, in the
alembic of the poet's imagination, truth appears in its highest
01111 as poetry. So far as the outward order of this poem is
concerned, there will be no second; Tennyson has made the very
metre untouchable.
In all his art, there is a close union of perfect workmanship
with deep thought; there is no poetic carelessness as to form.
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His work stands as a strong lesson to effort in every direction to
secure accurate accomplishment in the details of labor. Accu
racy cannot be secured without painstaking; we may not all be
poets, but we may all seek for such skill as we can attain to
in the field of well-doing.
Tennyson's genius was comprehensive, he worked in every
field of poetic composition—lyric, idyllic, elegiac, epic, dramatic;
in all there was a balance of qualities. There are in his poems
a steadiness and a repose that come of art based on fundamen
tal principles. If at any time he seems too even in his flow, he
will generally be broad and deep in artistic excellence, this reg
ularity in method we k now was the result of regular progress.
He was not a meteor that blazed with sudden fire and disappeared.
His light is steady and pure. This is not to say that other poets
have not surpassed him in special efforts. Tennyson wrote the
" Ode on the Death of the Duke of Wellington," and Words
worth wrote the " Intimations of Immortality ;" comparison here
is useless. The " Idyls of the King," have been mentioned in
connection with " Paradise Lost," not altogether with disadvan
tage : " And, indeed, if this be not the greatest narrative poem since
' Paradise Lost,' what other English production are you to name
in its place? Never so lofty as the grander portions of Milton's
epic, it is more evenly sustained, and has no long prosaic pas
sages, while ' Paradise Lost,' is justly declared to be a work of
super-human genius, impoverished by dreary wastes of theolology." It would be a task beyond the limits of this article to
carry out any analysis of separate poems—poems wherein ap
pear lyric and idyllic beauty, mystical allegory, Homeric echoes
of classical finish, Saxon quality in language and epic power,
elegiac mastership and religious feeling, technical skill and unfail
ing taste, suggestiveness and constructive faculty, literary excelence and perfection in every balanced exercise of his marvelous
genius. All phases of human life find expression in Tennyson.
He wrote himself into the lives of E nglish speaking people. We
draw two lessons from him for our present presentation : (1) His
signal service in language, and (2) conscientious work.
We write lovingly of our author's love of words The power
there is in language in the hands of a master is not to be despis
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ed, whether we have the strong, sturdy strokes of Virgil's Cyclops
at their work, " IUi inter sese magna vi brachia tollunt;" or Tenny
son's onomatopoeia, " The murmurings of the innumerable
bees." Tennyson has enriched the language with immortal
works whose diction is copious, flexible, graceful, clear and
felicitous ; and he had brought back Saxon words that the liter
ary world should not willingly let die. The need of w ords by a
man who has no idea beyond asking for bread and butter if" he
be too weak to seize it, or demanding it in the formula of Dick
Turpin, if he be strong enough, is not great. This does not
matter. Words serve to express our feelings, emotions, sensations,
passions, or sentiments, as well as to demonstrate propositions
in geometry. We can see without the aid of brush or canvas
the becalmed bark that is " as idle as a painted ship upon a
painted ocean." One needs no foot-note to explain Tennyson's
couplet,
" And on the glimmering limits far withdrawn
God made himself an awful rose of dawn."

In spoken and written language are the expression and the
imparting of life, and in poetry are words most life giving.
Culture comes with language, and Tennyson has given us
invaluable lessons in sympathy, sincerity and culture.
The conscientious artist reaches far into the life of a nation.
There is a subtle force in conscientious work that we cannot
neglect or escape if we would. The youth who learns that
genius is the faculty of taking infinite pains " has made a
great advance, in that he has obtained a right conception of one
of the elements of power.
Tennj son s lesson teaches him this. Tennvson, in his expres
sions of love, pathos, sublimity, faith, and the ultimate triumph
of the Good, has himself become a formative power in the
building up of character. He incites to noble ambitions, and
leads those who by culture are susceptible of his influence, in
the paths of patient endeavor, and through moral heroism and
conscientious work to that success which crowns all true living.
C.
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GLIMPSES OP CONCORD.
Where Emerson, Hawthorne,

Lowell

and

Alcott

Lived-Historic

Associations.

TT would be difficult to name another town possessing the
1 manifold interests of this place. Considered historically, or
as a shrine of literary interest, or merely as a picturesque "and
restful country town, one cannot speak of it other than in the
superlative degree. As to the tone of the place to-day, a biographer
of Thoreau neatly applies Tacitus's description of Marseilles in the
days of Agricola: " A place of Grecian culture and provincial fru
gality, mingled and well blended." And when to this is added
the inspiration of a wealth of tradition, history and literary
association, the local pride of the people is readily appreciated.
To the suburban New Yorker, the average Concord residence
might appear modest, but whatever contrast Concord presents
in this direction is decidedly in her favor. The old houses in
the town are perfect and well preserved specimens of their type,
and in the modern ones, simple graceful lines, quiet colors, and
a general absence of o rnamentation seems to have been the rul
ing principle. The places are all well kept, and, in the town,
there is said to be no poverty and no great wealth. The Concord
River winds through the meadow lands to the north and west
of t he town, and about a mile from the common it is crossed by
a bridge at the scene of the historic fight on the 19th of April,
1715. It is a sluggish stream with a scarcely perceptible current,
but with the closely cropped meadows and occasional clusters
of osiers fringing its banks, with an inlet filled with water lilies
heie and there, it adds not a little to the repose and beauty of
the landscape.
The reverence of the people for the tradition and history of
the place is everywhere apparent. Every spot of historic interest
is marked so that he who runs may read. The customary form
is a bronze tablet set in a block of rough granite. The inscrip
tions on these commemorative tablets are uniformly models of
good taste and pure and simple diction. Take, for instance, the
following on the outer wall of the old burying-ground :
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On this hill
the settlers of Concord
built their meeting-house,
near which they were buried;
on the southern slope of the ridge
were their dwellings during
the first winter;
below it they laid out
their first road and
on the summit stood the
Liberty pole of the Kevolution.

The historic interest of t he place centres, of co urse, on the site
of the famous fight at Concord Bridge, the spot where the min
ute men, with sublime unconsciousness of the profound signifcance of their action, " fired the shot heard 'round the world."
The spot where the British fought is marked by a simple marble
shaft, suitably inscribed. On the opposite bank, the spot where
the minute men fought, is D. C. French's fine bronze statue of
the '• Mi nute Man," mounted on a pedestal of rough granite.
The only inscription on the pedestal is the first stanza of Emer
son's well known hymn commemorating the event.
Chief among the buildings of historic interest is the old Wright
Tavern, which stands on a corner of the common, and has un
dergone no change architecturally since the morning before the
battle, when Major Pitcarn entered it and stirred his grog with
his bloody finger, making the remark that he would stir the
rebels' blood before night. On the opposite side of t he common
are the houses in which were stored the piovincial supplies, the
object of the British attack.
Conspicuous in literary as well as historic interest is the Old
Manse, built in 1765 and ever since (except for the three years
when Hawthorne lived there) occupied by the descendants of
the builder. It was the home of the venerable Dr. Ripley, for
many years the Nestor of the village. It is located on a pleasant
knoll sloping gently down to the river and is within a few hun
dred feet of the scene of the fight. Emerson lived here at various
times, and it was here that he wrote " Nature." Here, too,
Hawthorne wrote "Mosses from an Old Manse." Channing
commemorates Hawthorne's residence here in the following
sympathetic lines:
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There in the old gray house, whose end we see
Half peeping through the golden willow's veil,
Whose graceful twigs make foliage through the year
My Hawthorne dwelt, a scholar of rare worth,
The gentlest man that kindly nature drew :
New England's Chaucer, Hawthorne fitly lives.

On the opposite border of t he town, on the Lexington road, are
three other shrines in close proximity. These are the homes
ol Lmerson, the Alcotts and Hawthorne. Close beside the Alcott
house is the modest, weather-stained building, which was the
home of the Concord School of Philosophy, which had so brilliant
and brief an existence a few years ago. The building is falling
in decay, Not so the great Transcendental Movement which
gave it birth—"that modern Renaissance which has been so
fruitful, for the last forty years in high thought, vital religion,
pure literature, and great deeds."
Next door to the Alcotts' is " The Wayside," the home of
Hawthorne, immediately before and after his life abroad. It
was here that he wrote " Tanglewood Tales," and on his return
from Europe here he prepared " Our Old Home " for public
ation. Here, too, he was engaged upon his unfinished romance,
" The Unfinished Window in Aladdin's Tower," as Longfellow
termed it, when his failing health called him away never to return
in life.
i he Wayside " was the name Hawthorne chose for his
home, and while it perfectly describes the location it seems to
have had another significance to the owner, as the following
quotation will show:
" Was there ever such a weary delay," he writes to a friend,
" in obtaining the slightest recognition from the public, as in my
case ? I sat down by the wayside of life like a man under en
chantment, and a shrubbery sprung up around me, and the
bushes grew up to be saplings, and the saplings became trees,
until no exit appeared possible through the entangling depths
of my obscurity."
It will be remembered that Thoreau was for several years an
inmate of Emerson's home. Of a ll the great literary lights that
have s-hone from Concord, Thoreau only was a native. Concern
ing this sombre genius and his hermit life at Walden Pond,
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some two miles distant, there seems to be a popular misconcep
tion. He was no misanthrope. According to his own state
ment, his " purpose in going to Walden was not to live cheaply
nor to live dearly there, but to transact some private business
with the fewest obstacles." This private business was, of course,
writing and study. A pile of stones marks the site of the hut
he occupied for upwards of two years.
Near Walden Pond is Beaver Brook, familiar and dear to
lovers of Lowell. A few miles to the westward is Sudbury
town, with its old inn, famous as the scene of Longfellow's
" Tales of a Wayside Inn." And Lexington? Every school-boy
knows that is but a few miles distant.
A s ketch of Concord without some mention of Sleepy Hollow
Burying-Ground would be incomplete. Though less than half
a century old it holds " soe much as could dye " of Emerson,
Hawthorne, Thoreau and the Alcotts. All of these graves are
on the highest knoll in the cemetery and are pleasantly shaded
by native pines and deciduous trees. Emerson's grave is marked
by a bowlder of rose quartz, with no inscription whatsoever.
Hawthorne's is marked by a small stone not more than a foot
high, bearing simply his name, and the Alcotts' graves are
marked by still smaller stones, bearing the initials only, " L.
M. A." and "A. B. A."
The repose and beauty of the location are truly ideal, and
thus far the place has not been disfigured by vulgar memorials.
Simplicity, which always means good taste, here, too, has been
the rule.
Concord has had the veneration of Americans for upwards of a
century, but what for generations has been a holy place, has
become a sanctuary. A dainty essayist recently wrote:
" Historic association dignifies a place; but it is the personal
association that makes it familiar." To visit Concord is to
appreciate at once this familiarity and dignity.
LUDWIG SCH UMACHER.
NORMAL, '8 2.
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SHAKSPEARE.

T T is, ordinarily, an easy matter to state a few facts about a
1 person's individuality. Even then, Holmes assures us that
we are considering three distinct personalities—the person's true
sell, his ideal self, and the self reflected in his neighbor's eye.
llut what is this difficulty to that of resting our gaze upon
the individuality of a Shakspeare? We have not even a present
reality from which to judge; we no sooner conjure up the ghost
of a reality, than we are assured it is the ghost of a non-reality.
If, still persevering in our task, we evoke the spirit of the man
from his works, we quickly find the noble creation of our fancy
assuming the corporeal form of B acon !
For those, however, who still cherish a belief in the true
Shakspeare's existence, a brief history is possible. Let time
roll us back to " the days of good Queen Bess." Those were
merry days for England, when the glitter of pageant, the flash of
mirth, and the gleam of jewelled retinue covered over a world of
tragedy and woe. The drama had just assumed its modern dress.
People had grown weary of the dull, moral plays, in which
virtues and vices paraded on the stage. There always ensued
a contest from which virtue came forth triumphant, waving a
wise, little moral. Interest had naturally centered about the
issues of l eal life and character, and, henceforth, their revelations
were to be enacted on the stage by men no longer under the
disguise of abstract qualities.
I his was the age in which William Shakspeare was born. In
terest usually centers about a great man's birth-place, possibly
because it reveals the circumstances into which he was born, and
hence, affects our estimate of character.
W e can only glance at the modern Stratford-on-Avon The
typical story-book country greets us here, the quiet little church
yard by the stream; the broad reach of green meadow; the low
thatched cottage with its jutting eaves, and the substantial chim
ney wreathing forth its smoke at curfew time. We should see
the cottage where Shakspere was born, with its queer casement
windows intruding upon the side-walk. A rustic path would
lead us to Anne Hathaway's home, low and irregular, nestling
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amid the green of spreadingshrubbery. Perhaps no words could
better deserve the charm of an evening scene in this quiet coun
try region, than the words of Gray,
Now fades the glimmering landscape on the sight;
And all the air a solemn stillness holds,
Save where the beetle wheels his droning flight
And drowsy tinklings lull the distant fold.

The young Shakspeare was a wayward youth, and at an early
age made a business of deer stealing. We can, however, stake
nothing on this incident, for like all others of his life, it is very
probably not true. Imagination must largely be our guide. We
do have reason to believe that Shakspeare was a spirited lad,
preferring to the prescribed life of the scholar, an education of
his own seeking, to quote an ancient phrase " He had small Latin
and less Greek," but the language of Nature was at his com
mand, and the rough and varied scenes he daily sought instructed
him in human nature, as a more polished teacher could never
have done.
The quiet life of Stratford could not long please a man of
Shakspeare's stamp, and we find him at the age of twenty-two
in London, traveling around with various shows, now taking the
part of a common actor ; now lending a hand to touch some play
with the inimitable stroke of genius. His friends were not alone
the rough companions of his daily bread, for soon the favor of
the greatest lay within his easy reach. Shakspeare served his
apprenticeship to find himself master of his art,
" Some are born great, some achieve greatness and some have
greatness thrust upon them." The first two of these conditions
were Shakspeare's by birth and achievement, the last was his by
virtue of the other two. But Shakspeare did not find the pin
nacle of fame a realm of lasting happiness. His lot was one of
checkered shade and sunshine. The time came when his friends
fell under the ban of royal displeasure; his own life grew sud
denly dark, he returned to Stratford to live, but still continued
the business of the theatre.
Then a new fount of Shakspeare's genius was unsealed. Up
to this period only the softer chords of life had felt his master
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touch. Now down the vista of the Past were all the dainty
visions of his youthful fancy—graceful, sportive, weird, from
fair Rosalind to prancing Puck! For the future, his immortal
genius, brooding over the graver destinies of m en, was to mould
the characters of Othello, Lear, Macbeth, Hamlet, Caesar.
In these bold tragedies we almost see the drama of the Greeks
revived. We hear the rustling garments of the Fates, and the
cries of t he avenging Furies ! We are brought face to face with
that omnipotent power, which again and again, in the Greek
tragedy, crushed to atoms the daring mortal who defied it!
Shakspeare had touched the darker side of life himself. The
sins and passions of mankind were vividly before him. Ambi
tion, jealousy, revenge, are stamped and fixed in the characters
of Macbeth, Othello and Hamlet. Around the controling pur
pose of each character are ranged a thousand varying moods
and passions—the red lights of t he play, intensifying a hundred
fold the white heat of t he central passion.
But Shakspeare saw stern powers in the world, which never
failed to inflict the sting of conscience upon those who com
mitted crime. We shudder at the blackness of sin which
Shakspeare depicts, to find him, in the end, trampling it under
foot, and rising to the triumph of a noble principle before the
tragedy ends.
A g reat genius is the mirror of his own age. Shakspeare is
more than this. He is the mirror of all ages, because he has
truly reflected human nature at its best and worst.
But Shakspeare leaves the heat and conflict of the tragedy
for more tranquil scenes again. " Cymbeline," " The Winter's
Tale," and " The Tempest," reveal the calm which only follows
storm. " The Tempest" was Shakspeare's last effort before he
died.
As we re ad the story of Prospero, and that magician's peace
ful island life, with the " spirits of earth and air 'neath his con
trol," we find a suggestion of Shakspeare's own career. He was
a mighty magician who wielded wand that made a " lasting
world of airy nothingness."
In the epilogue of this play, we perhaps, get the best insight
into the animating purpose of Shakspeare as a dramatist.
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" Gentle breath of yours my sails must fill,
Or else my project fails, which was to please."

Here we strike the key-note of the artist's life, the purpose of
creating beauty. With any purpose less than this, Shakspeare
must have failed to reach his highest mark of success.
The latter part of the Elizabethan age was marked by increas
ing seriousness and growth of th ought. Doubtless Shakspeare felt
the influence of this tendency in his later works.
Shakspeare's last days were the great consummation of his
great career. He died on his birth-day, in the year 1616.
B.
LESSONS PROM GREEK EDUCATION.

I

N the Athens of which we have always thought as the seat of
art and literature, the home of heroic verse and the favored
land of the Gods and Muses, there was leaven of another kind
at work, which has leavened the entire succeeding mass of human
thought. The general reader is prone to overlook the fact that
not only in the field of esthetics, but also in the field of educa
tion, the men of Greece have left an indelible impression. Many
of our most valued modern principles in the science of pedagogy
were worked out and applied in the institutions for the training
of mind and body, established in the States of Athens and
Sparta.
Tne sister States, although in such close proximity, exhibited
a wide divergence of t hought in regard to the question of e duca
tion. In Sparta, physical development was considered the essen
tial part of education, mental culture being of secondary im
portance, while in Athens the ideas regarding instruction were
diametrically opposite; with them, the mind and its culture being
considered of the most vital importance, physical training occu
pying a secondary, but important place, in their scheme of
education. In the former state we have as the ideal, the welldeveloped, physical man—the warrior, and in the latter the man
with trained mental powers; the subtle reasoner and the
eloquent speaker.
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It is in the light of the ancient ideas and experiments in re
gard to the relative value of brawn and brain, that we are able
to steer clear of the Scylla of s ophistry on the one hand, and the
Charybdis of grossness and brutality on the other. But while
the educational systems of both countries no doubt contained
much that was reprehensible, as the almost total neglect of the
education of woman, in both systems we find much that is
worthy our careful study. In the schools of Gr eece much stress
was laid on music, as an important factor in mental training,
and they are marked throughout by their love of harmony and
symmetry. This feeling is exhibited in the various systems of
education, real and proposed, extant at that day, the ideal man
being the one most perfectly and symetrically developed in his
dual physical and mental nature.
The great aim of the Greek teacher was culture or discipline,
the communication of k nowledge being merely incidental in the
great scheme of development. The philosophers and teachers
were followers of abstract or abstruse ideas, consequently the
aim they placed before their pupils was a life of contemplation
and ethical perfection, rather than the grappling with and over
coming the problems and difficulties of this material existence.
The effect of the course of instruction was to make the faculty
of reason predominate over the other qualities, and consequently
the people were known as a nation of acute and profound
thinkers.
By examining the actual practices in educational matters,
and the writings of such eminent thinkers as Socrates, Plato,
Xenophon and Aristotle, we are enabled to deduce a number of
valuable truths, among which are these:
(1) The real object of education is the symmetrical and per
fect development of the entire being. (2) The direction of
education should be in the hands of the State. (3) Education,
at least to a certain extent, should be common and compulsory.
(4) The laws of heredity are of much importance in affecting
the nature of an individual. (5) In order to obtain the best
results, training should begin in infancy. (6) In the education
of a child, the proper avenue through which to approach him is
that of interest. (7) Instruction should be adapted to the
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mental development of t he child. (8) In training the body our
young men shall aim, above everything else, at augmenting
moral power.—Plato. (9) The good citizen must be a broadminded, intelligent man. (10) The aspirant for public office
should be possessed of great wisdom and experience.
Although education among the Greeks was regulated by class
distinctions, their form of government, a pure democracy, was
such as to call forth the highest powers of the individual, and
to give to education an impetus which, after the lapse of two
thousand years, has not lost its force. The men of Greece,
though dead, yet speak, and we may well be humble worship
pers at the shrine of their surpassing intellects and profound
wisdom.
M.

WHAT COLUMBUS FOUND WHEN HE LANDED.

W

HEN we remember how superstitious the people were
four centuries ago, we can hardly imagine with what
suspense and awe Columbus's crew must have waited to see
what the result of their sailing so far west would be. How
often were they inspired with the hope, by seeing a bit of sea
weed or a piece of floating wood, that they had at last dis
covered land ! With what joy Columbus must have hailed that
small light that discovered to him the new world which he was
to give to the old world in the name of Spain!
Let us go back, in imagination, four centuries. Let us place
ourselves on board of Columbus's vessel and watch with what
excitement and bright anticipations the preparations for going
on shore were made. It is a beautiful autumn day in October,
and the vessel is anchored in the quiet blue waters which lie
around the island to which we are going for the first time. The
scenery is beautiful—behind us lies the dark blue ocean on
which we have spent so many dreary days and nights, and on
which we must spend so many more before we can make known
to the world that we h ave discovered another land. Before us
2
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lies the new world in all its glory, with its bright flowers and
gay birds and beautiful trees, so much like the land we have
just left. We are now ready to embark in small boats. Colum
bus has arrayed himself in a gorgeous costume, such as the
highest officers in the Spanish court wear. Taking the cross of
the Church of Rome with him, he starts, followed by the crew.
We have, at last, set foot upon that land whose shores are
supposed by Columbus's followers to be covered with gold.
But how different it is from what their imagination had painted.
Instead of gold there are beautiful green grass and bright
flowers, and the birds sing gaily overhead, as if to welcome us
to what is destined to become " The land of the brave and the
free." How different is our landing from that of the Pilgrims,
two centuries later!
The natives flock to the shore to see the strange beings that
have just landed. Columbus sets up the cross and all bow down
while he gives thanks to the Creator of both the old and new
world for his merciful care throughout the voyage. He now
takes the land in the name of Spain and names it San Salvador.
The natives are of a copper color, uncivilized, and speak a
language not understood by their visitors. They are very kind,
and give us many curious trinkets in exchange for the beads we
give them. Many of th e things are made of gold, but although
Columbus's followers spend so much time trying to find more,
they will never succeed. Columbus soon set sail for Europe,
where, after three or four subsequent voyages to America, he
died.
His death brings forcibly before our minds that stanza by
Grey, which Wolf quoted the night before the capture of
Quebec:
"The boast of heraldry, the pomp of power,
All that beauty, all that wealth e'er gave,
Await alike the inevitable hour—
The path of glory leads but to the grave."

MABEL POTTS, GRAM MAR A CLASS.
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THE SECRET OP HAPPINESS.

0 be perfectly happy—how vain to expect it! Such bliss is
not attainable in this life. The average happiness is
the medium between laughter and tears, but a kind of tranquil
indifference, with occasionally a dash of re al joy, seems to be the
best of the common lot.
A healthful nature cannot be permanently happy or the reverse.
We often think that if some piece of good fortune were to befall
us, we would never utter a groan all the rest of our lives. This
is impossible; for several days, perhaps, we should be very lighthearted, but soon we sh ould return to our old habits and customs.
Happiness is within ourselves, outward circumstances have no
control over it at all. A g reat error is often made in supposing
that wealth promotes happiness. Money if used to make others
happy cannot fail to bring happiness to us.
As one grows older, he looks back on life and thinks that he
was much happier in the past than in the present. It is natural
to look longingly and lingeringly over the past, but each stage of
life has its happiness in some form. Childhood and schooldays
are said to be the happiest times of life, old age is just as happy,
only life is looked upon from a different standpoint. To the
child and student, life has many burdens to be borne that seem
unendurable to them. After a person gets older, he has seen
more of life, and, consequently the trials of the student seem
trivial to him.
The greatest destroyer of happiness is death; he comes with
his noiseless step and snatches away a dear friend or a relative.
One's happiness is greatly marred, for a time, by these myster
ious circumstances, but a truly happy nature will rise above,
and look beyond these events over which he has no power.
Though he may think that he can never be light-hearted and gay
again, his true nature will soon show itself, and his animation
will return once more.
I have not yet told the secret of this happiness, it is very com
mon-place, nothing but what we might all have; nothing that it
would take long to obtain. What is it? Nothing more than
something to do. Something to occupy our time and minds
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and to keep us out of m ischief. This is not very difficult; why,
then, are there so many unhappy, melancholy people in the
world ? We shun the companionship of such low-spirited people.
It is natural to look for friends with whom it is a pleasure to
associate.
The occupation that is essential to happiness differs in differ
ent classes of people, in different circumstances in life. Plenty
of farm work is the greatest pleasure to a farmer, that is, if he is
the true farmer who takes an interest in his work, another kind
of work entirely is pleasant to the mechanic.
With plenty of work, one has no time to sink into despon
dency or to get the blues. When the laborer has a holiday, he
thinks that he would be in a state of perfect bliss if life could
be one prolonged holiday. This is not true; in a few w eeks he
would long for work, in the same way that he had before longed
for rest. If every day were a holiday what a monotonous,
wretched world it would be.
Suppose a man living in a country village which affords no em
ployment, he sits aimlessly in the grocery store, saunters down
to the post-office about mail-time, gossips a trifle about the news
of the day, this is repeated day after day. How he must envy
the bustling farmer who comes to town for his mail or to get his
horse shod, then hurries away again ; how they would enjoy ex
changing places for a few w eeks.
I do not mean that we should never stop working, for " all
work and no play makes Jack a dull boy." Play and work are
much the same in some respects, for when playing, either the
mental or physical faculties are brought into use.
In conclusion let us revise the old saying and make a new
proverb for ourselves: Blessed are they who are always busy,
for they shall never die of the blues.
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THE HOMERIC AGE OF GREECE.

T

HE geography of Greece is peculiar. The country possesses
great security by reason of the high mountain ranges
protecting it in early times from the invasion of the barbarous
tribes of Europe; while the many excellent harbors, together
with the lines of islands stretching from Greece to Asia, make
communication with that continent easy, thus opening to Greece
all the civilization of t he oriental nations.
The interior of G reece is crossed and re-crossed by mountain
chains, thus dividing the country into many small sections;
and as each section was able to supply the needs of its inhabi
tants in regard to food, clothing, and shelter, these natural
divisions soon gave rise to independent States. Of a ll the States
we find Attica to be most favorably situated, since it is best
able to support itself and has the best communication with Asia.
Looking at the political life of the Greeks, we notice the
peculiar institutions, amphictyonies. The members of these
leagues were bound together by ties of blood and religion; and
the meetings which combined both the social and religious
elements, were held annually at some central city.
Out of t his practice grew, in time, the Amphictyonic Council,
in which the greater part of Greece was represented. This
council met twice a year; in the spring, in the temple of Apollo,
at Delphi, and in the antumn in the temple of Demeter, at
Anthele, near Thermopylae. The main duties of the council
were to prevent acts of aggression against its members, and to
preserve the rights and dignity of the temple of Apollo, at
Delphi; it also presided over the Pythian games.
The form of government of each state was that of a kingdom.
The parts of the government were the king, council of nobles,
and the general assembly. The king had the power of a
general, priest, law giver, and judge; limited, however, by the
expression of the opinion of the nobles and people. He was
supported by the productions of his own estate, by gifts, and by
plunder.
The society was divided into three classes; the nobles, the
free-born Greeks and the slaves.
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W e notice that, although the material civilization of the
Homeric Greeks was not very highly advanced, it was quite
diffused, and the occupations were very varied. The Greeks
were farmers, shepherds, fishers, shipbuilders, sailors, miners,
spinners, weavers, dyers and brewers.
In the intellectual life, the Greeks of Homer's time made no
advance at all in science; but the Homeric poems, from which
we derive our knowledge of this age, show them to be highly
advanced in the poetical line.
Although some progress was made in music and dancing, and
we notice a few beginnings of sculpture, yet, in the main, the
civilization was not very highly advanced in the aesthetic line.
That which is characteristic of the Greeks' political life, as dis
tinguished from that of the civilized nations of the East, seems
to be the limitations of t he king's power. Public opinion seems
to have great weight with the king in Homer's time. The
people, meeting in the general assembly, show their approval
or disapproval of the king's plans by shouts or silence; if dis
approval, the king must meet again with his councilors and
devise other means of accomplishing the end in view.
We notice several characteristics of t he social life of the Greeks.
In the first place the marriage was monogamous. The family
government was patriarchal; but the power of the head of the
family to abuse his wife or mother was checked by the influence
of her family, by his religion, and by public opinion.
Another characteristic is their kind and courteous treatment
of strangers and slaves.
Of the amusements of the Greeks we discern two aspects; the
athletic, as shown in the sports and games of various kinds, for
the purpose of perfecting the physical nature; the aesthetic, as
shown in the music, dancing, and the singing of H omer's poems
by the minstrels.
The whole social life of the Greeks was characterized by
extreme simplicity.
The religion of the Greeks was polytheistic in form; there
were twelve great gods, while every mountain, wood and stream
had its own presiding spirit. The nature of the gods was
anthropomorphic, and the resulting sympathy between them
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and their subjects caused a joyous spirit to pervade the worship
of the Greeks.
The Greeks believed their future state to be very miserable.
Achilles says, " Rather would I live upon the earth as a hireling
or the landless man, who has no great livelihood, than bear
sway among all the dead."
The standard of morals among the Homeric Greeks was very
low.
The enduring remains of this period are the Homeric poems,
the lion-gate of Mycense, and specimens of pottery and jewelry.
R.
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EDITORIALS.

IN MEMORIAM.

"DORN, 1845. Died, 1892." These are brief statements. The
D first implies the second enfolded within itself. When ?
where? how? are questions too prominent in everyone's ex
perience. Discharge the present duty, and the when, where and
how we die, will not be disturbing questions. When all is done
our mortal part is only " two handfuls of white dust shut in an
urn of b rass." The life is the absorbing thought. The life of Har
riet Mathews, our teacher, lately deceased, was a life of earnest
and most conscientious effort. Miss Mathews served the State,
in the cause of education, twenty years, and during these years
she gained many friends, who, now scattered over the State, will
mourn her death. The Normal has lost a strong member of its
faculty, and students lament what seems the untimely end of a
dear friend and guide. Her prominent mental characteristic
was to find firm moral and .intellectual ground, and building
thereon a logical argument to hold to her conclusions at all per
sonal risk. Hers was the spirit of the Crusader; her motto seem
ed to be " Let justice rule, though the heavens fall." The prin
ciples of truth and justice that underlie social and political life,
had for her a vital force, and when conscience and reason point
ed the way, she knew no surrender in her warfare for the right
as God gave her to see the right. She had no aptitude or incli
nation on any question for what in political parlance is called
" practical politics." Right was right, and in the securing of a
just result, there was no such thing as compromise. This is not
to say that she refused to hear the opposite side; there was, in
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deed, a disposition to meet the enemy, but there was a respect
shown and courteous attention given to his presentation of his
side of t he case. If he was disposed to be haughty, sneering, or
self-assertive because he found his antagonist a woman, he soon
learned a " prudent husbandry of his resources," he discovered
there were " blows to take is well as blows to give."
In the direction of helpful assistance to others and a feeling of
sympathy with them in their experiences, Miss Mathews was
more than ordinarily distinguished. These traits contributed
greatly to her success as a teacher. Her friends, both those who
bore the relation of pupils, and others who knew her well, re
member her considerate interest in their welfare. Careful as she
was in exacting, in her official station, the most complete fulfill
ment of the law, in the attitude of a friend, she was lavish in her
expressions of good will, which expressions took form in acts
often performed with personal sacrifice. She permitted others
to do little for herself. Her spirit of independence was overstrong;
it was a ruling passion. She was burdened with the reflection
that she should ever be dependent upon friends for those kindly
acts which to those friends would only bring a pleasure in their
performance.
Kind, sincere, long-suffering, patient, and resolute to the last,
she lived a rich, wholesome life. If we consider the posibilities
in the long life of such an heroic soul, if we consider the need to
the world of such faithful doing, then she was one of whom it
might be said, if of any, " She should have died hereafter." The
relief that has come to her from that physical suffering which a
few knew she so silently endured in some measure helps the
hurt that sorrow feels.
Pupils, teachers, and other friends said their last farewell at
the home oi Judge Lanning, where appropriate sevices were con
ducted. There was mingling of flowers and tears over the life
like though lifeless form, and all that was mortal was hidden
from their view. A few friends accompanied the body from
Trenton to Gloversville, N. Y.,her former home. Here relatives
and neighbors met, and words meant for their comfort were
spoken. Dr. Green, our Principal, upon invitation of the offi
ciating clergyman, gave a just and thoughtful estimate of the
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character and work of Miss Mathews—a feeling tribute, a kindly
act graciously performed.
What more can we write ? Much more out of the fullness of
our heart, but little more in this place. The funeral cortege
moved to the cemetery. A cloud covered the heavens and rain
fell as the procession took its slow pace to the resting-place of
the dead, but the bright sun came out as we stood around her
grave. The body was lowered, the minister said the last sad
words, " Dust to dust, ashes to ashes," and as bowed heads were
raised a bright rainbow was seen to span the eastern sky. We
turned away impressed with the solemnity of the occasion,
with the knowledge that a friend had departed, with the cer
tainty that a Christian soul had passed to its reward, with the
promptings to a better life arising out of her example of endu
rance, courage and sincerity, and with the radiance of the bow
of promise shedding its benign influence upon our spirits.
THE True American, Oct. 21, printed the following communi
cated notice:

" Pale death knocks at the cottages of the poor and the palaces
of k ings with an impartial pace." Miss Harriet Mathews, of the
faculty of the Normal School, died yesterday morning from
heart failure. Ere the final signal was given, the approach of
the king of terrors had been observed, but come when or how
he might, he could not have found her unprepared.
^ Miss Mathews came to the Normal as a graduate from" the
New York Normal School, of Albany, twenty-one years ago.
hat untiring^ industry ; what painstaking exactness; what
indomitable will; what self-reliance; what Christian purpose
and moral strength ; what helpful sympathy ; what all of high
endowment and rich attainment were displayed during this long
service, let the thousands who have come under her influence
tell! Let her associate teachers bear witness! She was a
" strong excepted soul," the remembrance of whose virtues will
ever be an inspiration to those who knew her.
Miss Mathews had, during the longer period of her school
work, given instruction in English grammar and psychology ;
more recently in rhetoric. She had felt the need of rest during
the past two or three years, but her indefatigable zeal and
performance of the last detail of duty, kept her at her station
until a few d ays before her death. The labor of carrying her
new book, The Outlines of English Grammar," through the
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press, must have been very fatiguing to her, but upon her
return to school, after the summer vacation, she expressed a
confidence in her power to continue her work. She was mis
taken. Her work was finished. Loving hearts pay tribute to
her fidelity and noble courage here, and trustfully rejoice that
the great reward is now hers.
" Nor. blame I Death, because he bare
The use of virtue out of earth ;
I know transplanted human worth
Will bloom to profit otherwheie-"

VARIOUS THINGS.

HE present number of THE SIGNAL, although somewhat de
layed, greets its subscribers with hearty cheer. As a first
number of the volume, litre a " first night" of a play, THE
SIGNAL expects criticism, but it trusts that judgments given may
not all be adverse. It happens to every magazine—school or
other—that some of its readers will think the contents wise, that
others will think them otherwise. We shall regard with favor
any opinions offered in good spirit, and we trust suggestions of
improvement will accompany strictures wherein the criticism
does not complete itself.
From those persons who can see no good in anything, we have
little to expect that will be helpful. To such we must say, con
tinue to borrow the magazine and to condemn it altogether.
You are destructive in your mental "makeup"; you are not
doing a good thing in any direction. Any person who tries in
ways that come to his or her hand to do something, to build up
something, to make the best of existing institutions and to strive
for improvements, any such person, however apparently unim
portant a position he may occupy, is worth a cart-load of carp
ing do-nothings.
Our school year opened with all conditions satisfactory. A
new boarding hall was built, including the Principal's former
house, and extending back to join the main building. The
dining-room was enlarged. Altogether we are in good shape.
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We predict, however, that it will not be long before more room
will be required.
In the school buildings we are " cribbed, cabined and con
fined "; one class has to make its home in a room that is an
adjunct of the gymnasium; another occupies settees, lacking
proper desks—these in the Normal. In the Model the need is
also for more room. Friends of the State Schools will see
in this increased attendance evidence of our prosperity, and will
be pleased; and we shall be happy when we see all who come
to us suitably provided with the necessities suited to their
position.
THE SIGNAL takes this opportunity to introduce to our
graduate readers the new teachers who are henceforth to share
our joys and our sorrows. They are Miss Hewitt, Miss Dennis,
Miss Klingingsmith, who have been elected to the faculty of t he
Model School, and Miss Luther, who succeeds to the department
of English in the Normal.
We cordially welcome these members of our faculty. May
their joys be increased, and may the sunlight of happiness gild
all their pathway!

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION.

U

EI\ ERSITY Extension is making more or less headway in
our country. We observe that the universities and col
leges are imitating the Sophists of old, and are going up and
down the land in the persons of their professors, teaching the
multitude. This is well; the multitude doubtless need instruc
tion, and the function of teachers is to teach.
About twenty-five years ago, as we have learned, the people
were earnest patrons of the lyceum system of instruction. Men,
wise and otherwise, skurried over the land to meet eager throngs
who hung upon the lips, as it were, of the wisdom imparters of
that day. We fancy that the present generation little under
stand the ardor of hearer and speaker of that fervent, intel
lectual period. Henry Ward Beecher, Wendell Phillips,'Emer
son, George William Curtis were leading lights in those days.
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Many other names of really great men could be given, and a
thousand of less fame.
The people were interested, and the best talent they could afford
was secured. Lecturers commanded and received anywhere from
fifty to two hundred dollars per night. History, biography,
philosophy and humor, were chin deep throughout the land.
This flood of learning let loose, was not restrained by bank or
dyke. The people were thirsty, and they were not at all times
particular about what they drank. What they obtained, was in
the main, good, and much of it, as the names mentioned would
show, was excellent; but it was not organized. Moreover, the
scientific and practical spirit was not at that time so prominent
as at present.
University Extension has organized instruction, selected and
classified subjects, chosen a special corps of lecturers—in fine,
the school-master is abroad, not in the sense of t he old-time use
of the phrase, but he is going hither and yon, assiduously trying
to interest the people in his wares. Rutgers College, in our own
State, is not lacking in energy in this new crusade. Last year
her professors gave courses of instruction in agriculture, astron
omy, botany, chemistry and electricity, to men and women of
every occupation in life. The average number attending these
lectures, was 523, with a class enrollment of 300, about one-fifth
of these took final examination. This year the courses—twelve
lectures each—will be increased by adding architecture, art, Eng
lish language, entomology, history, mineralogy, road making,
zoology; sillabi of t hese lectures will be furnished on application.
Last year the average cost to the community was $275 per course;
it is thought that this year it will not much exceed $300. Halfcourse at one-half the cost, will be given.
All inquiries should be sent to Professor Louis Bevier, Jr.,
Secretary of the Extension Department, Rutgers College.
A REFLECTION.

A

CRITIC of no mean order says, of modern novel writers,
" If the facts presented are sufficiently disagreeable and
vulgar, and the views and denouments are fairly pessimistic and
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discouraging, the writers fancy they have done their duty to
their generation."
This judgment was rendered apropos of the lack of style in
prose composition. Style is not regarded as an essential. So
that the mixture be plentiful, it matters not if both feet are in
the trough. The degeneracy here exhibited is a specimen brick •
the structure going up in more or less of the same character.
Readings and recitations are illustrations. The modern
Theban says, " Get the thought," and asserts that all attempts at
ornate delivery are foolishness. It seems not to have entered
into the darkened chamber of his mind that gesture is a lan
guage. Speech without gesture of some sort is a " fiddle want
ing strings and pegs"; it's "got the thought," but no one is
moved by any music it can give.
Getting the thought is often a mask. The unprepared pupil
sometimes says, " I know the answer, I have the thought but I
cannot express it;" this is a repetition of the ignoramus5 statemerit the illustration is trite-" I know the capital of Massa
chusetts, but cannot express it." He had the thought
A neglect of expression, and of expression in the best manner
is a running down of the mind's machinery. It will be found
that in time this neglect ends in a failure " to get the thought."
Let the graces of or atory not be discarded. Get the thought of
course, and show by an artistic expression of it that you can
y
impart it to another.
WHITTIEB.
" rrHE very gentlest of all human natures
I He joined to courage strong,
With love outreaching unto all God's creatures,
And sturdy hate of wrong."

The recent death of John Greenleaf Whittier, our beloved
Quaker poet, removes from this scene of earthly weal and woe
one of the greatest historic figures of the abolition movement!
His lyrics of freedom and reform, in his own justified lan
guage, were "words wrung from the nation's heart forged at
white heat."
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He has read the hearts of his own people, and chanted their
emotions, and powerfully affected their convictions.
The Quaker bard, besides, no less than Longfellow, is a poet
of sympathy.
Human feeling, derived from real life and environment, is the
charm of " Snow-Bound." It may be said to rank with " The
Deserted Village," " The Cotter's Saturday Night," and " Tarn
O'Shanter."
1 A nd

now he rests : his greatness and his sweetness
No more shall seem at strife ;
And death has moulded into all completeness
The statue of his life."

THEIR STUDY HOUR.

HE other evening as the bell rung for study-hour, two girls
entered the room in which I was seated, with their arms full
of books, and a look of studious determination upon their faces.
" I've my History, my French and my Algebra to study to
night," said one to the other," and they're awfully hard! " " Well,
I havn't looked at my Geometry or Latin yet," said the other.
" Well, then, let's peg right in." " Yes, but first I must tell you
about the letter I got from Clara, she says she's going South
this Winter." "Oh, how perfectly lovely! I wonder if her
cousin's going with her; you know she's not going to school any
more." " Dear me, I wish I wasn't, I do get tired to death study
ing so hard, but I suppose we have to ! " Then they opened
their books with a deep sigh.
" Queen Elizabeth was twenty-five years of age when she was
crowned," read one. " Oh, that reminds me, do you know they
say May Benton is a great deal older than she pretends to be.
Kate Clark says she believes she's twenty." " Oh, I don't doubt
it at all." " Well, we must study now, but I can't do this Geom
etry any more than I can fly; I guess I'll try Latin. There, my
pencil's broken, will you lend me your knife?" "Yes—why,
I didn't know I had this candy in my pocket—have some?"
"Oh,thank you, its elegant, did you make it?" "No, but I
have a lovely receipt for making taffy, let's try it some time."
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Then silence reigned for a few minutes. " Did you notice the
way Julia Crane had her hair fixed to-day?" suddenly broke
the quiet. " \ es, didn't it look funny ? " She's going to play
at Professor Bangley's next musicale." " Oh, my teacher gave
me a lovely new piece to-day." " Now, we mustn't speak another
word, or we won't know a lesson to morrow; did you know we
had to hand our compositions in Wednesday ? " " What, day
after to-morrow ? Why, I haven't thought a thing about it yet."
"I haven't either; I'm sure I never can write a word on that
subject."
" Well, now, let's study in earnest. ' Je finis—tu finis—il finit,'
Oh, I can't get these French verbs into my head. I'd like to live
in France for a year, I guess I'd know then." " Have you seen
that lovely dress of Mrs. Harding's that came from Paris ?" " Yes,
they say it cost a small fortune.' "Well, now I'm going to
study hard till the bell rings."
Then for awhile nothing was heard but the scurrying of pen
cils.
"Please lend me your eraser? " " Why, I haven't any, I did
have this morning, but do you know I lent it to Annie Baker,
and she didn't return it, I just believe! " Ding—ding!
" Oh, my sakes alive, there goes the bell! " "I don't believe
it's been an hour since we came in here; it doesn't seem as though
it had been more than fifteen minutes." " Well, I don't know a
lesson! " " Neither do I!"
Then the door closed behind them, and I wondered if that
was a specimen of their study-hours. Girls, is it ?

E

VERY one will be glad to learn that Miss Merwin, Superin
tendent of the Primary department, is nearly recovered
from her serious illness. There was a doubt at one time, that
we should be able to make this happy announcement.
Miss Merwin occupies an especially warm corner in the hearts
of all her friends, and her friends are all who come in any degree
under the influence of her genial spirit. Not the least to give a
hearty welcome upon her return, will be her young friends in
the Primary school.
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OUR NATION'S NURSERIES.

L

ONG live the State whose power ascends
On knowledge, round by round,
Where Wealth his gold to Learning lends!
And Labor ploughs her ground !
We boast no Delphic wisdom caught
From priests on Pythian stools;
Our nation's oracles are taught
Within our public schools.
With us in childhood's primer course
The civil frame begins,
And vernal tilth and native force
Upon our soil are twins.
Our fame at Clio's nursery doors
Our stripling statesmen tell,
And classroom seers in pinafores
Our future read and spell.
THERON BROWN . •

O

N all Hallow's Eve the ghosts of all in the parish that are to
die the following year pass by the church door.
— Welsh Legend.
At twelve o'night at Hallomas,
I waited in Saint Mary's street
To see the ghosts that there might pass,
Each in a winding-sheet.
Tall poplars at the wicket grew ;
Betwixt them walked the blessed band;
And first, a little lad I knew,
With white bough in his hand.
And next, my neighbor of the inn,
Then folk at shop or shearing met;
David, and wrinkled Gwendolin,
Anice and Margaret.
3
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Then I, out in St. Mary's street,
Saw there betwixt the poplars tall,
My own love in his winding-sheet,
The last ghost of them all.
LIZETTE WOODWORTH REESE .

A FEW LESSONS TO BE LEARNED FROM THE
LATE VERDICT.

rjURING the political campaign, those professedly learned in
the law regarding the great political issues of the dav.
presented their several arguments to the public jury of the Am
erican voters; the said jury rendered their verdict and a verdict
so overwhelmingly one-sided as to be almost unanimous. While
some of the minority are prone to believe the verdict a verv
unjust one, and not in accordance with the testimony as they
have heard it, the first lesson to be learned is submission to the
will of the majority, the fundamental principle of our American
institutions. Then we must learn that different people do not all
see the same thing in the same light. What disappoints and dis
satisfies one, seems to another to be just what he most needs. We
must abide by our laws in a manner becoming the true Amer
ican citizen. Let us welcome him who is to he our new Presi
dent whether we are of one party or the other; he is to be the
president of t he country of w hich we are so proud, and we extend
to him our hearty greeting.

pERTAIN students have been overheard saying that thev are
V not going to subscribe for THE SIGNAL this year, because
the magazine is of no account.
Whose fault is it that THE SIGNAL is of no account ? Has the
one who expressed such opinions ever tried to make it of some
account? If he had tried, could he have made it any better"'
It seems to be the prevailing idea that THE SIGNAL i s the editors
magazine, and that if it is not a success, he has made a failure.
THE SIGNAL is the school publication. If THE SIGNAL is of no
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account, then the school is of no account in this direction, and
our critics, in this particular, are of n o account in any direction.
A few a re dissatisfied because the magazine is never published
on time. Do they ever help the poor editors, who are at their
wit's end to collect enough matter to complete it?
It is our wish that those whom this shoe fits will please take
an interest in THE SIGNAL, then, perhaps, they will find it more
interesting to themselves.

i ( rPHE man works for a competence hoping to have rest for
1 the pleasures of the soul, but alas ! he then has no incli
nation to rational enjoyments. He cannot stop; he hopes his
children will. The predominent tendency is to a mechanical
age. The danger is that this predominant tendency of the
age may affect even the spirit of it s dreams, of its most excellent
aspirations, and come to control our schools. It is already
more than a peril; it is one of t he gravest concerns of the day."
HARPER'S EASY CHAIR, Oct. '92.
It was our intention to make the foregoing a text for a
"leader," but the death of its author removed from us the spirit
of criticism. We leave the refutation for the reflective cogita
tions which will doubtless be evoked in the minds of every
reader upon the perusal of the excerpt.

I

F any Normal student is interested in the state of education
in this country, he will be interested in the article in " The
Forum," b y J. M. Rice. We can attempt no resume of the facts
there presented, they will prove instructive to those intending to
take their places as teachers in our public schools.
The inference directly drawn from the statements made by
Mr. Rice, is that the school should be provided more largely with
professionally trained teachers; but our students must not lose
sight of the fact that they must he reasonably proficient in their
academic studies. This latter point may generally be assumed
as included in the former. We make the suggestion for the
benefit of those whom it may concern.
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THE "Outlines of English Grammar," (D. C. Heath & Co.,
B°f.ton' Mass>) bT Miss Harriet Mathews, late instructor in
,.
the English department of the Normal, has been put into the
hands of our students.
I he work is one of unusual merit. The accurate scholarship,
good judgment, and long experience in teaching English gram
mar, of its author, have combined to produce an ideal text-book.
1 ie book is not a reference volume, but, as its title declares,
< utlin es. The work teaches in the order of their dependence,
the analysis, classifications, modification^ and constructions
necessary to a grammatical knowledge of the English language.
echnical terms have been reduced in number to a minimum ;
definitions have been logically framed; the order of presentation
has been carefully considered ; the method looks to the securing
inductively, of general principles, and to a proper synthesis, on the
part of t he pupil, in their applications; analyses according to the
uses of the words, phrases and dependent clauses form the basis
or the classification of the parts of speech; thought analyses is
employed upon English selected from the best authors.
The work of th e teacher has been greatly reduced and orderly
arranged in « Poi nts to be Taught," and the advantage secured
by the lessons set forth under them will be to secure the full
benefit of t he teacher's and pupil's efforts. The blackboard work
is a strong class-room feature.

W

pleasure the subscriptions and other
,
«>me to us from our graduates.
Let the Alumni of both schools send us items of interest, send
us larger communications. We have a department especially
or your use See if you cannot crowd its pages. Do not forget
6
your Alma Mater.
T

'

rec°gnize

Wlth

marks of favor that have

THEE supervison of the Primary department during Miss
1 Merwin s illness has fallen to Miss Robbins; and the duty
uvs be en most efficiently performed. We congratulate the little
folks and the general school management upon the fortunate
presence of Miss Robbins in this responsible position.
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SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.
Here we are again! a little late to be sure, but we bob up
serenely as ever. It's time to do our new year's work, and
we eagerly begin it.
We rather reluctantly confess that we have spent the last two
months. "getting" glad to be back—a rather hard and "showery"
experience in some cases, made harder by the (occasional) "fits
of h eimweh" and the dreams of the "dear delights" of vacation.
Of course these same cases "were awfully silly." (I hope I
did'nt hear anyone say that I was one of the culprits last year.)
The majority of u s came back eager for the work which lay
before us. The poppy like pleasures of vacation were things
of an indistinct past the instant that our feet touched the soil
of dear old Trenton.
But time, " the great softener of all grief," has made even the
•"silly ones" philosophical. They have come to realize that
" Time's the king of men,
For he's their parent, and their grave,
And gives them what is best, not what they crave."

And so, all faintheartedness being overcome we are ready,
with stout hearts, for the battle.
With this number THE SIGNAL enters upon the eighth
year of its existence; and as—what with the cholera scare,
Columbus celebration, presidential election and World's Fair—
this year will be one long to be rememberd in the annals of our
country, we wish also to make it a memorable one in the history
of o ur magazine.
But to accomplish our object we need helping hands—
enthusiastic co-operation. Therefore, THE SIGNAL asks the assist
ance of the friends of the past, present and future, whether the
help given be literary or pecuniary. If our goal be reached—if
our aims be realized—the prosperity of the State Schools, of
which THE SIGNAL is an exponent, will be materially increased;
and the success of our journal, either from a literary or financial
standpoint, will be unquestioned.
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Dartmouth.—" Wah, vvlio, wah ! wah, who, wah ! da-didi,
Dartmouth ! wah, who, wah !"
The University of C alifornia has a student's aid society, whose
object is to "afford substantial help to many students whose
income is not quite up to the requirements of their every day
needs." Through this society, students are supplied with
various kinds of work.
Yale has students from fifteen foreign countries.
The University of M ichigan, last year, graduated six hundred
and eighty-nine men, the largest class ever graduated from an
American institution.
One man in 5,000 in England takes a college course; one in
615 in Scotland ; one in 213 in Germany; one in 2,000 in the
United States.—Ex.
The students of Bryn Maw have taken a lively interest in the
campaign, and as they wished to hear both sides of the question,
Professor James, of the University of Pennsylvania, was invited
to speak there. He explained the theory and practice of Pro
tection and was followed by Mr. Giddings the associate in polit
ical science, on the theory of free trade.
The following colleges admit woman on equal terms with
men:
Allegheny College,
Boston University,
Dickinson College,
Butler University,
Eureka College,
Colby University,
Hanover College,
Columbian University,
Iowa State College,
Cornell University,
Knox College, "
De Pauw University,
Maine State College,
Howard University,
Middlebury College,
Indiana University,
Oberlin College,
Kentucky University,
Ohio Wesleyan College,
Lake Forest University,
Pennsylvania College,
Leland Stanford, Jr. University,
Rutherford College,
Maine University,
Swarthmore College,
Ohio State University,
>
Wesleyan University.
University of C alifornia,
University of M ichigan,
University of Illinois,
University of Mississippi,
University of Kansas,
University of Nebraska,
University of Vermont.
The best endowed college in the country is Columbia, with
$9,000,000. Harvard is second with a fund of $8,000,000.
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ALUMNI.

T

HE editors, immediately after their election and organization,
issued a circular to the Alumni, the purport of w hich was
to arouse a deeper interest among the graduates in the magazine
of o ur school; in substance, it asked for subscriptions to assist us
financially, and a hearty cooperation in promoting the interests
of our publication. As a result, we have received several sub
scriptions, and the financial condition is all that can be ex
pected. Now we desire to make a stronger appeal, especially to
those who were interested in the success of THE SIGNAL, while
students in the State Schools. We desire to make this depart
ment of m ore interest to the Alumni, because you can learn of
the movements of your classmates and friends, as well as of
their success after entering the various vocations and duties of
life; to the faculty, who are always anxious to learn of the fruits
of their labor, and gratified if the pupils whom they have
assisted in the development of mental power, have shown ability
in the calling of their choice; to the students of the school, for
they are desirous of hearing how those who have preceded them
are prospering. In order that this object may be attained we
urge you, Alumni, to let us know where you are and what you
are doing, by writing the editor a short letter; and especially do
we request the graduates of the Normal to forward us items of
your own experience; these items will be of interest, and in
all probability of much benefit to the students who are to be
graduated and enter the teacher's profession.
Feeling confident that you cherish some degree of love for
your Alma Mater, we trust we may be favored with your con
tributions.
JOINT TEACHERS' INSTITUTE OF MONMOUTH AND
MIDDLESEX COUNTIES.

T

HE teachers of Monmouth and Middlesex Counties assem
bled in Educational Hall, Asbury Park, N. J., Oct. 17,1892,
at 2 P. M. The attendance was large. Among these 500 pro-
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Wm. E. Bissell, 76, formerly of the Rutgers Grammar School
s now principal of the Burnet Street School, of Newark, N. J.'
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where he has 900 pupils under him, and draws a salary of
82,500.
We are very glad to n ote that R. L. Doyle, '91, who managed
the school at Cresskill with entire satisfaction last year, has
returned to that pretty village along the Hudson.
Misses Etta Hoffman and Jennie Lane are teaching in Somer
set County.
Misses Lillie Miller, '92, and Belle Carknuff, '92, are teaching
in Pennington, N. J.
Miss Maggie Schultze, '92, is assisting Miss May Robbins, '91,
in the Primary Department of th e Normal.
Miss Adeie Lippincott, '91, is teaching in a creditable manner
at Flemington, N. J.
Miss Lizzie Leonard, '91, is delighted with her new position,
at Englewood, Bergen County. THE SIGNAL wis hes her as much
success as she had last year at Passaic Bridge.
Mr. James Northrup, '92, is engaged in teaching at Thorofare,
Gloucester County, N. J.
Miss Eleanor Hedden, '92, is third assistant in the Woodbridge School, Middlesex County.
Miss Lucy E. Applegate, '91, who taught last year at Mt.
Laurel, is now engaged at Hillcrest.
Miss Elizabeth Wright, '91, assists in Primary, No. 2, in Long
Branch.
Miss Ivins, '92, is teaching at Red Bank, N. J.
Mr. Geo. W. Van Note, '87, is principal of the public school
at Lake Como, N. J.
Miss Mary Fisher is taking a course in a training hospital in
New Y ork City.
Miss Mary Reeves, '92, is employed in the public school of
Yardville, N. J.
Mr. David Gibbs, February, '92, who won many friends dur
ing his short stay at Peapack last year, is now principal in
Primary, No. 2, North Long Branch.
Miss Mary Moore, is enjoying a course in a Kindergarten, in
New York City.
Miss Hattie Torbert, '92, is teaching at Bridgeport, N. J.

^
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Miss Bessie De Mott, '92, on account of ill health, is not teach
ing this year.
Mr Thos. J. Bissell, a former student, is principal of the public
school at Summit, N. J. The school contains six departments,
including cooking.
Miss May Gunderman, '92, is teaching at Lafayette, N. J
Misses Julia Miller, '86, Ella Drew, '87, and Cora E. Wilde
87, are assistants at North Long Branch
Miss Carrie Pidcock, '92, is in charge of the Primary depart
ment, at Manasquan, N. J.
Miss Alice Horn, '91, and Miss Laura Sydenham, '89, are
teaching in the Eastern District school, at East Orange
Miss Emma Beavers, '91, is principal of the public school at
Chaltonte, N. J.
^ Miss Hannah Porch, '92, is teaching at her home in Clayton,
Miss Sallie Freeman, '92, has accepted a position as assistant
in a boarding school at Brooklyn, N. Y.
Miss Hattie Alpaugh, '88, has been promoted to a position in
the grammar department at Long Branch, N. J.
Miss Emily Schumacher, '91' was recently married to Mr
Robert Cromley, a New York lawyer. Mr. and Mrs. Cromley
are now living in East Orange, N. J.
wnEnn-' D® Wit\'92, is located at Darlington, N. J., sucestully hlhng the position made vacant by Mr. E. H. Hoffman
of
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Miss Mary Todd, '88, is teaching at Morristown, N. J.
Mr G Edmund Delany, February, '91, who took charge of the
school at Paramus Church, under unfavorable circumstances,
ant won for himself much praise, has again returned with a liberal
increase in salary.
Pnif^' nu? !8f\iS taking
College, Philadelphia, Pa.

a course in

medicine in Jefferson

Miss Christine Ernest, '91, has returned to her old position in
Public school, No. 2, Perth Amboy.
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Miss Hannah Eastburn, Model '91, Normal '92, is teaching in
Bloomfield, N. J.
Miss Mary Dobbins, '91, is teaching at Verona, N. J.
Mr. J. C. A llen, '92, is principal of the Public school at New
Durham, N. J.
Mr. N. C. Crispin, '89, is still situated at Hackettstown, N. J.
His face was noticed among the recent visitors of the hall.
MODEL.

" Where they are at."
The year 1891 was " Model Day" at Princeton, when two Thencanic boys, Dunham and Evans, were both in the " Magna cum
Laude" group, with Evans as English Salutatorian, and four
special prizes, and Dunham with two special prizes. The year
1892 was " Model Day," at Rutgers, when of the four Faculty
honors, Thencanic boys had three, viz: Frank VanHorn, 1st.
honor, Valedictorian; George Bullock, Philosophical Oration;
Frank Voorhees, Oration, and Gilbert F. Gale, another Then
canic boy, was orator for class day. Who'll be the next ? Tempus dicet.
E. W. Evans, of '87, is in Europe, pursuing his studies.
J. H. Dunham, '87, is at Princeton, in Post Graduate study.
Wm. Elmer, Jr., '88, is at Princeton, in Post Graduate study.
Charley Dilts, '89, Graduated at Dental College, U. of P., and
is now D.D. at Bristol, Pa.
C. H . Fetter, '89, is with Trenton Banking Co.
W. E. Holcomb, '89, after two years at Lehigh, is now Civil
Engineer.
S. S. DeCou, '89, is farming at his home, Trenton Junction.
Keppele Hall, '89, is at Princeton Scientific, '93.
F. W. Stelle, '89, is at Princeton Classical, '93.
McR. Phillips, '89, is at Princeton Scientific, '93.
Hibbs Buckman, '90, is at U. of P. Law, '93.
Harry Richards, '90, is at Columbia Law, '93.
Harry Dayton and " Dick" Lull, (both of whom left college
for a year,) are at Rutgers, '93.
" Jim " Reilly, '90, is studying law in office of Hon. Barker
Gummere, Trenton.

^
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Mr. Alstyn Blackwell, Model, '87, and Miss Eleanor Mackey,
both of Titusville, were married October 19th. They took an
extended drive through Pennsylvania on their wedding tour.
Miss Clara Blackwell, Model, '85, Vassar, '89, accompanied by
five friends, is enjoying a tour through Europe.
Miss Eloise Stradling is enjoying life at her home at Edgewater Park.
Miss Hila Terbell, Model, '86, is taking a post-graduate course.
Miss Lulu M. Hollingsworth, Model, '87, Normal '88, is attend
ing Wellesley.
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LOCAL.
ATHLETICS.

A

T this time of year athletics occupy a large part of the mind
of t he students of t he Universities, down to those in the pri
mary departments in the common schools.
It is at this time that foot ball takes the lead in all the out of
door sports, and on the play-grounds of any of our schools and
colleges can be seen scores of men attired in their close-fitting
costumes, all striving to get possession of the leather ball.
At no preparatory school have the boys taken more interest in
field sports than at the Model. Every afternoon our boys can
be seen either practicing or contesting with another school team.
This season we have had many interesting games which have
not only been enjoyed by the boys, but the young ladies have
been permitted to visit the campus on several occasions.

BORDENTOWN 16—MODEL 6.

O

N the 8th of October, about a hundred Model boys, including
the team, journeyed to Bordentown, for the annual game
of foot ball.
The men lined up at 3:30 P. M. as follows:
Bordentown. Rushers—Reeves, Whiting, Bayer, Rabbinort,
Newton, Gibson, Madison. Quarter—Cloak. Halves—George,
Snyder. Full—Hall.
Model. Rushers—Wood, Steward, Konover, Ott, Poland,
Mason, Studdiford. Quarter—Lewis. Halves—Hurd, Weeks.
Full—Dickinson.
1ST HALF.

Model has the ball and makes ten yards on a V, but after four
downs and no gain, it goes to Bordentown. Here, Hurd and
Stewart do good work, but cannot prevent Bordentown from
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forcing the ball steadily down the field. In a few minutes
George goes over the line for a touch-down. No goal Score, 4
0. Time, 13 minutes.
The Model boys now take a brace, and on a V gain five yards.
The ball is fumbled, and Bordentown falls on it, but after four
downs, it is again ours. Dickinson kicks, Hall fumbles, but the
ball is grabbed by George, who has nearly a clear field. He runs
like a deer, and Lewis is the only man near enough to head him
off. " Master Jesse" is easily eluded and Bordentown scores a
second touch-down goal. Score, 10—0. Time, 10 minutes.
The Model becomes desperate and gains twelve yards on the
V. Then the signal is given to Weeks, for through the center.
" Fair David " has blood in his eye, and, as he bangs his head
into Rabbinort's stomach, Bordentown gives way. How it hap
pened no one knows, but when they recovered, Weeks was half
way down the field, and easily scored a touch-down goal. Score,
Bordentown, 10. Model, 6.
Bordentown's ball. No gain on V, our boys ploughing right
through it, Snyder, especially, seeing stars at the hands of Konover. Model highly elated, and on four downs, gets the ball.
Dickinson kicks, Snyder catches, and tries to return, but ball is
stopped by Weeks. Model's ball on Bordentown's twenty yard
line.
Time, first half.
. 2D HALF.

Bordentown has the ball and gains five yards on the V. After
second down and no gain, Hall kicks, Dickinson catches, it but
fumbles on Bordentown's twenty-five line. Stewart, Weeks and
Dickinson are sent through the center, but for no gain. Borden
town's heavy-weight plainly telling.
Ball goes to Bordentown on four downs; Konover again breaks
through, and this time secures the ball. Hurd, Konover and
Stewart all gain, but the ball is lost to Bordentown. Snyder now
goes round the end for their third touch-down goal. Score, Bor
dentown, 16 Model, 6.
Model's ball. We gain ten yards on V. Stewart goes through
right tackle for fifteen yards. Model gains steadily on Hurd's
4
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sharp rushes through the center and has the ball on Borden town's
fifteen-yard line when time is called.
Final score. Bordentown 16. Model, 6.
Last year's score, Bordentown, 10. Model, 0.
Bordentown was immediately challenged to play another game
in Trenton, but politely declined. All the Model boys played
remarkably well and deserve much credit.
'97 MEN WIN.

HE most interesting foot ball contests have not only been
played by the " v
' arsity " team of the school, but it was on
October 25th that the class of '97 declared war with the class
of '96, and a most interesting game followed.
The run by Schuyler, '97, and the good work done by Myers,
96; Poland, '96; Dorhman '97, and M. Steward, '97, deserves
special mention. The '97 men were represented by Johnson,
Apgar, Myers, Poland, Shreve, Green, Black, Wright, McKnight,
Kemp and Voorhees.
The class of '97 had for their representatives Schuyler,
Dorhman, Watson, Hartshorn, MacLewee, M. Steward, Bagley,
Hilson, B. Stewart, Hart and Howell.

OUR FOOT BALL TEAM.

O

N September 26th a meeting of those interested in foot ball
matters was called in the High School room of the Model
building, at which meeting Louis Stewa,;, '94, Henry Studdiford,
'93, and Geo. Lewis, '94, were elected respectively Captain,
Manager, and Treasuer of the F. B. Association.
By a series of afternoon practice games, Captain Stewart was
soon able to select those best qualified to represent the New Jersey
State Schools on the foot ball field, who were as follows:
H. Studdiford, '93; Chas. Mason, '93; H. Coddington, '94;
H. W. Ott, '94 ; W. H. Axfort, '94; M. S. West, '95; N. S. Poland!
'94; C. Howell, '97; D. F. Weeks, '94; W. Hurd, '95, and L.
Stewart, '94. The following are the substitutes: S. H. Wood
*34; Geo. Lewis, '94; R. S. Tharp, '95, and Sage, '96.
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During the season the team played five games which will be
briefly described.
The first game, on October 8th, was with a team from Princeton,
which W. C. Titus, a former member of the school, captained.
They were heavier and more experienced than the Model team,
and carried off t he honors by a score of 12—6.
The next game was with the Bordentown Military Institute
which is described in full on another page.
The third contest was with the Lawrenceville's second team
at Lawrenceville. Score 16—0.
The fourth game was played on the Model grounds with the
team called all collegiates. The game resulted in a victory for
the Models, with a score of 6— 4.
On October 29th the last game of the season was played with
a team from Princeton's Theological Seminary.
The college boys were far superior in weight, which gave
them the victory with a score of 6—0.
The Modeljteam had its picture taken on November 16th. No
doubt many will be bought by the students of the school.
During the season W. Gandy and W. Conover, former mem
bers of t he school, and Mr. Davison, instructor in the Y. M. C.
A. g ymnasium, aided the team by taking part in some of the
games.
During one of the foot ball games, W. W. Titus, Model, '95,
had his collar bone broken, which inconvienced him for several
weeks.
There are several wheelman in the Model school, prominent
among which are J. H. Dilts, '94; W. H. Anford, '94; A. Leonard,
'95; H. W. Ott, '94; Schultz, '97; W. W. Titus, '95; A. H. Cornell,
'95; Bateman, '95; Hutchinson, '94.
Dilts and Ott lead in mileage, the former having ridden 2,000
miles during the Summer, and the latter nearly 2,200 miles.
On one of the trips taken by Dilts and Ott, during the sum
mer, they passed through the following places: Water Gap, Port
Jervis, N. Y., Lake Hopatcong, Greenwood Lake, and Newark.
Judging from the play on the campus, we have prospects for
a good base ball team in the Spring.
Now that the foot ball season is almost over, the barbers of
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the city will reap their fortune. From all appearances a few o f
our players have made their visit to the adjustable chair, but
still there are more to follow.
Our team should be congratulated upon its success, although
the boys have won but few g ames, they have at all times scored
well against teams which were far superior in weight and prac
tice.
The outlook for a base ball team this year is very encouraging.
Five of the young men who played with the team last year have
returned, and from the number of new students in the school
this year, four men—who are needed to complete the nine—can
be selected, that will bring honor to the team and keep the good
record that the Model base ball nine has had in the past.
We are glad to see the enthusiasm with which so many of t he
students engage in athletic sports. We are of the opinion that all
work and no play makes Jack a dull boy, and as our Principal
says, we " cannot abide a girl or boy who will just sit and sit, or
walk and walk."
There are now twelve tennis courts for the use of young ladies,
and with tennis on the one hand and foot ball on the other, our
school ground presents during recreation hours a lively and
attractive appearance.
SCHOOL

MATTERS.

ELECTION AND INAUGURAL CEREMONIES AT THE
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL.

O

N the evening of the 28th ult., the hall students of the State
Schools, three hundred strong, assembled in the school
building for the purpose of ascertaining the political ascendency
of the boarding halls. Party feeling ran high, and the excite
ment was intense.
The meeting was called to order in the assembly room of the
Normal building. There were three tickets in the field, and
two speakers to represent each party. Messrs. Bissell and Robbins, explained the greatness and goodness of the Prohibition
party; Messrs. Coddington and Mason, set forth the virtues of
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Democracy, while Messrs. Chance and Corwin, talked about
protection, tariff, and the great principles underlying the Repub
lican party. A gle e club was in attendance and enlivened the
occasion by rousing campaign songs.
After the speeches, the audience retired to the gymnasium,
where the balloting took place. The votes were soon cast, and
the officers retired to determine the result. A few minutes later,
Dr. Carr, as judge of election, mounted the stage to announce
the vote. It was as follows: For Bidwell and Cranfill, fifty-two;
for Cleveland and Stevenson, one hundred and nine; and for
Harrison and Reid, one hundred and fifty-six. The scene that
followed can better be imagined than described.
The members of the halls again assembled on the evening of
November 11th, for the purpose of h olding inaugural ceremonies.
The exercises were held in the auditorium. At 7 o'clock, twentytwo ladies and the same number of gentlemen, representing the
Fifty-second Senate, marched in and took their seats before the
stage. A few minutes later, President Harrison, and Vice-Pres
ident Mortan, represented by Messrs. N. L. Chance, and E. H.
Hoffman, respectively, and the retiring Cabinet, represented by
Messrs. Pepper, Corwin, Poland, Bradford, Rood, Lasher, Oliver
and Leonard, entered the room amid deafening applause. They
wore silk hats, the badges of their party, and handsome bouquets.
They presented an imposing appearance as they gravely took
their places on the stage.
Vice-President Morton, called the Senate to order at once,
and upon motion of Senator McPherson, in the person of C. H .
Walling, the inauguration was at once taken up. President-elect
Cleveland, represented by H. Coddington, was now escorted to
the stage by Senator McPherson, amid great applause, followed
by Vice-President-elect Stevenson, and Senator Hill, represented
respectively by A. M. Hulbert and F. H. Little. Vice-President
elect Stevenson, received the oath of office from Vice-President
Morton, who then declared the Fifty-second Senate closed, and
delivered the gavel to the next President of the Senate. The
Fifty-third Senate at once convened, and proceeded to inaugurate
the next President of the United States. The oath of office was
administered by J. D. VanScoten, who acted as Chief Justice,
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after which President Cleveland read his inaugural. It was an
effective document and was delivered in an able manner. There
being no other business, the Senate adjourned and the audience
passed to the gymnasium, where a parade was to take place.
Dr. Boice was Chief Marshal of the evening, assisted by Lieu
tenants Lasher, Wilson, VanScoten, Little, Curtis, and R. L. Robbins. The line, headed by the Democratic forces, moved through
the principal halls, and was reviewed by ex-President Harrison,
and cabinet, President Cleveland, \ ice-President Stevenson, and
a few invited guests.
After the parade, the students and their friends gathered in
the gymnasium for a good time. Eight young ladies danced the
Bellamy Quadrille, it was nicely done, and they well merited
the applause which they received. The final event of the even
ing was a flag drill, gracefully performed by sixteen young ladies
and closing with the song " The Star Spangled Banner." It was
e\ ident that their training had been of the most careful nature.
A few m inutes later, Dr. Green bade the students good night,
after which they wended their way to the halls, feeling that the
evening's enjoyment was a thing not soon to be forgotten, and
that much praise was due to those who were instrumental in
carrying out the programme of the evening.
OBSERVER.
COLUMBUS DAY.

A T ten o clock on the morning of October 21st, the members
°t ^he State Schools assembled in the auditorium to pay
homage to the man of whom all America was thinking that day.
Above the platform hung an American flag, while each teacher
and pupil wore an appropriate badge. The exercises were as
follows:
Chorus—Star Spangled Banner, State School.
Piano Solo—Trovatore, Dorn, Miss Lizzie McNamara.
^ Colum bia Drill—Lucile Green, Elizabeth E. La Rue Helen
E. Knowles, Mary R. \Y ood, Mary K. Howell, Maud W. Moore,.
Mary E. Berry, Bessie MacCrellish, Ethel E. Curtis, Grace D.
Chambers, Bessie Johnson, Ida K. Brook, Katherine McGovem,
Janet R. Shreve, Charlotte Brokaw, Lulu C. B urtis.
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Recitation—America, Master Welling S. Katzenbach.
Recitation—Tribute of History to Columbus, Miss Anna
Evans Griffith.
Chorus and Semi-chorus—Columbia, State Schools.
Recitation—Columbia's Emblem, Miss Ada*W. Tichenor.
Chorus—Red, White and Blue, State Schools.
Recitation—Columbus, Samuel Hamill Wood.
Oration—Hon. William L. Dayton.
Chorus—America, State Schools.
URING the seventh period, on Thursday, October 20th, the
natural science room presented an interesting if not very
ordely appearance. On the experiment table was a lamp around
which a number of pupils were gathered, each trying with
outstretched hand to hold a piece of broken window glass in the
flame of the lamp, for no other apparent purpose than to make
it as black as possible. Groups were gathered in all parts of
the room, engaged in interesting conversation, while at each
window were other groups gazing intently upward through the
pieces of smoked glass.
A few minutes before the end of the period, the door opened
and another student entered. She stood a moment in silent
amazement, and then exclaimed, " Why, girls ! What are you
doing? " " Such ignorance !" came the answer in an indignant
chorus. "We are watching the eclipse, of course."
We are always glad to welcome old friends, and Superintend
ent Barringer's visit in October, gave us great pleasure. Super
intendent Barringer gave us, as usual, a very interesting and
pleasing address.

O

N September 12th, our school, which for three months had
been silent and deserted, became as it were a living thing.
All day long the thoroughfare between the station and school was
traversed by crowds of happy-looking students, till one might
well ask, "Whence come all these youthful enthusiasts and
whither are they bound ? "
Of course on arriving at the school, the first place visited by
each old student was the new wing to the boarding hall.
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Expressions of d elight and approval were heard on all sides as
we wandered through the broad halls and entered the pleasant
rooms, so fresh, and new, and yet so cosey.
The new wing will accommodate one hundred and twenty stu
dents. It is directly connected with the dining-hall which has
also been enlarged.
It was thought that the enlargement of the hall would give
room for future growth, but so rapidly are our numbers
increasing that in another year we shall probably have out
grown even our new garments.
rjCTOBER seems to be the month of Teachers' Institutes. A
number of our faculty are always in demand at such times,
so we are forced to be generous, and to allow to others a few
drops of the showers of wisdom which we are daily permitted to
enjoy.
Several of our teachers lectured at three Institutes in one week;
another at but two. Why ? Time and rail-road trains wait for
no man (or woman.)
SENIOR CLASS NOTES.

THE members of the senior classes, through the kindness of
« v n r', Carleton'had the Pieasure of seeing his historical plav,
Te Early Troubles," when played in the Opera House last
month. The play carried us back to scenes enacted during the
Revolutionary war and deepened in our minds many impressions
we already had of that period in the history of our country,
there can be no doubt that the seniors enjoyed the two hours
spent m seeing this play.
°„Uir,S1tudy ln General History will be made easier and more
profitable by the relief map of Greece made for the use of
History classes, by Misses Lula Garrabrant and Elizabeth Whitaker. We owe a vote of thanks to these young ladies for providing
the means by which many difficult problems in the history of
Greece may be solved and clearly understood.
Matter for our new pronouncing geographical dictionary.
Mycale. " My Callie."
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On account of the scarcity of " good days," we find i t difficult
to have experiments in electricity.
We.are much interested in the study of Greece. Mr. Max
well has taken as a specialty, " The Olympian Games, and
Miss Westervelt has taken "Social Life in the Homeric Age.
Our lessons in literature with Miss Fogle, give us great pleas
ure. Some members of our class enjoyed the privilege of obser
ving Miss Fogle's lessons on " Hiawatha," in Miss Robbins' room.
The Misses Darnell, are doing good work in Physics. They
propose making a telephone, as part of our contribution to the
Columbian Exposition.
Among the apparatus which our class is making, the Kepler Holz machine, the work of Miss Westervelt and Miss Vincent,
is worthy of mention.
If all classes in Physics have the same propensities as the
seventh period class, the World's Fair will be well supplied with
Ley den jars.
One of our most enterprising young men asked if he might
make some pith balls, as his share of our exhibit.
We missed several of the gentlemen from our recitations, Nov
ember 7th and 8th. Let us hope they voted the right way.
Miss Olive Seabury, Normal, '92, was a guest of Miss Sadie
Hughes, Friday and Saturday, November 11th and 12th.
" By all the gods and little fishes," is the expression most
frequently heard from a senior 1st young lady.
Hydrogen gas coming in contact with platinum, produces heat
without destroying the metal. Query of a senior 1 young lady :
" When the coal is exhausted, why not use platinum and hydro
gen gas?"
During the illness of the late Miss Mathews, her classes
were in the charge of Miss Nellie Silver. Too much credit
cannot be given Miss Silver for the able manner in which she
has fulfilled the duties of this position.
In these stirring times, politics manage to creep in everywhere.
Yes, they even crept into a recitation of t he seniors.
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RESOLUTIONS.

Resolutions adopted by the High School B Class, upon the
death of i ts member, Alfred M. Swift.
WHEREAS, the B Class of t he High School Department of t he
New Jersey State Model School has heard with deep regret of
the death of its beloved member, Alfred M. Swift; therefore,
be it
Resolved, T hat the High School B Class express their deep
sorrow at the death of one whom, in so short a time they have
learned to love, and whose life (thus suddenly ended) gave
promise of a brilliant and successful future; and furthermore,
be it
Resolved, That his Classmates tender their sympathy to the
bereaved parents of Alfred M. Swift and send them a copy of
these resolutions, and that the same be published in THE SIGNAL.
ALLEN R. WILSON,
FRED. A. POTTER,
ROSWELL F. EASTON,

Covimittee.
A 1, CLASS NOTES.

W

HO can explain the mystery of a back window facing Model
avenue? My! but it is haunted by a few of the fair
young ladies. Will any of those above named Misses explain
to us the cause ?
Miss Staats has been ill for the past two weeks. She is recov
ering.
A class meeting of A 1 was held on Thursday, October 27th,
1892. The intertainment was of literary character. They took
up the life of D aniel Webster.
The famine seems to be increasing in Normal Hall. Every
night comes the pitiful wail, " Girls have you something good to
eat ?"
A 2, CLASS NOTES.

T

HE members of the A, 2d term, who expect to be graduated
in February, formed a class organization November 17th,
and elected the following officers: President, H. J. Beers; Vice
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Miss May Kelly is making a book case in the manual training
room, which promises to show very nice workmanship when
finished.
By the number of cuts and bruises on the hands of the girls
in manual training, the arnica bottle bids fair to become as
important an article in that department as the glue-pot.
B CLASS NOTES.

T

HE B 1 Class have organized a class literary society, the
name of which will appear later on. We hope soon to
produce good work from our society.
We would ask our arithmetic teacher how to dissect a hen so
that we could get two-fifths of it.
The Misses Tracy and Miss Van Acker spend their Sundays
at their homes.
What would be the price per head of 6 car loads of cattle,
each car load containing 50 head, if exchanged for 600 bushels
of potatoes at 45 cents per bushel ? Answer, 90 cents per head.
The originator of this problem remarked that they must have
been " monkey c'e'ows."
We are sorry to learn that Miss Morris will be compelled to
leave school on account of her ill health, but hope she will soon
recover.
The B 2 Class organized a literary society October 20th,
assuming the title of M. C. C. We congratulate the committee
who framed the constitution.
Our aim is to be one of t he most literary classes in the school.
"Girls, come away from the window!"
Just one minute more to catch that train. Ho! the train is
in, 4:03 P. M.
D " When, trying to hide from the " hall teacher," don't
attempt to crawl into a satchel."
I. O. B. F.

O

N S aturday night, September 30th, 1892, eight young men of
the boy's hall, assembled in the reading-room to discuss the
formation of a " bachelor " brotherhood. The discussion resulted

__
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literary atmosphere in which we may grow in culture, and the
aesthetic side of education—the one generally neglected in
school—receive the attention to which it is entitled. We wish
to form a tie between the student and the school, which shall
hold after the Normal Hall ceases to be the resting place of the
student; a tie which shall hold in sympathy and in law, so long
as the young man does not break the one iron limit to his free
dom of action, so long as he forbears to trespass on those enchant
ed grounds—wedlock.
There has been no society previous to this, which joins the
life of the student in school, to the life after leaving school. The
Alumni Society is a bond of union among the graduates, but
there are many worthy students who are shut out of th is Society
by not having graduated.
The I. 0. B. F., is a source of amusement and profit while in
school, and may he enjoyed long after the student has left, pro
vided he does not leave the realm of " single blessedness."
Whether the object of t his society of b achelors will be realized
or not, can only be determined in time; and questions which
will have to be answered in years to come by the Fraternity,
are: Do our members hold to the faith ? Do our members as
they leave, show the discipline which they received at our hands,
or do they drop from the ranks and join that vast army whose
principles are as opposed to ours as night is opposed to day ?
However, we organize with high hopes; with high expecta
tions for the future, and propose to establish an institution which
shall stand as long as Venus reigns among the gods; as long as
love and marriage holds our fair land in the grasp of tyranny,
a monument to all sympathetic adherents to the Order of Bach
elors.
G. F. C.
PERSONALS.

Miss R-bb-ns is evidently in love, judging from what was seen
by some of our scholars at the Southwest corner of t he Normal
School, a short time ago. Master Harry B-gl-y was certainly
"in it" upon this occasion.
Mr. Harry Ott, the center rush on our foot-ball team had his
great pride, his pompadour, knocked in the head at the Bordentown game.
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We have this year many pet names which are distributed
amongst our class-mates as follows:
" Possum," M-s-n."
"Chum," C-rn-11.
"Stud," St-dd-f-rd.
"Syrup," Th-rp-.
"Pinky," Spr-gm-n.
" Peanuts," D-ck-ns-n.
" Lucins Bowebus," H-w-11.
" Toby," T-yl-r.
"Josh," F-tt-r.
"Monkey," Dr-k-.
"Jacob," D-lts.
" Ollie Boils," K-mp.
" Kittins," W-ll-ms.
" Biddy," Sch-yl-r.
"Jack Daws," D-w-s.
" Bump," H-rt.
" Jesse Riggs," L-w-s.
" Toothpick," E-v-ns.
"Polly," D-ck-ns-n.
" Columbus," W-ll-ng.
"Spot," H-ls-n.
" Pudding," W-st.
Miss Florence Stephenson is attending school in Brooklyn.
Miss Mary Williams is attending school at Miss Bazley's.
Miss Emma Hawke is at her home in Hopewell.
Miss McGuire took a prominent part in a concert at Keyport,
N. J., on Thanksgiving night. Miss McGuire presented " A
Southern Romance," in three scenes. The programme was
largely musical, and very excellent in its variety, but Miss
McGuire's little piece proved to be a " full bill" in itself.
Two of the strongest characteristics of every school should be
the loyalty of its students, and the appreciation of the talent
within its walls. We claim to have a fair share of each of these.
Any indication that others appreciate what we value so highly
is always welcome. Hence we read with much pleasure the
following compliment paid one of our fellow students by one of
the Trenton papers :
" Miss Rose Helen Fay, the talented young elocutionist, who
recited the poems "Columbia's Banner," and "Columbus,' at
the Columbus celebration at the Opera House, is a pupil at the
State Schools. Her home is at Long Branch. Miss Fay is much
sought after to give recitations at local concerts. She is one of
the most promising pupils under Miss Carrie E. McGuire's
instruction."
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The George E. Briggs, Model '88, gold medal and prize trophy
was contested for a short time ago at the late Mohegan Military
School by the several companies. Company A proved the
superior by six points.
'• How are you brother Culp, I am glad to see you ; will you
come up into the pulpit?"
On the stairs—Thursday—Fair day.
Going down—Miss M.
. Coming up—Mr. F.
In the back ground—I.
I hear—a scuffle.
Methinks—a fall.
And lo—a silence.
What
?
I think I know.
0—h! I—beg—
For particulars call at headquarters.
G. Abeel Hall, Model '91, ex-Princeton, '95, is at work at John
A. Roebling's Sons in this city.
J. D. VanScoten and Mr. Morris were the only voters in the
boys' (Model) department. They both cast for Grover, which
probably accounts for his election.
Geo. S. G. Lewis is cutting a streak in French.
even rivels that of the Professor himself.

His accent

"Kittens" Williams appeared on the foot-ball field
first time the other day. Oh! What a sight!

for the

Arther E. Sprigman is back with us again. His fine baritone
voice is as strong as usual, and a change has been noticed in the
singing in the morning exercises.
Certain members of the High School boys' department, wept
bitter tears when not allowed to take Algebra on the second floor,
as of old.
Our old friends, the Misses Helen and Etta Hendrickson, are
with us again, they have a hearty welcome.
It was certainly a laughable mistake upon the part of the
5
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young gentlemen who attended the meeting, "For Ladies Only."
at the Fourth Presbyterian Church one Sunday afternoon.
The next time you are up in the drawing room, notice the
water color paintings by Miss Susan Weart. They are very
dainty and pretty.
Little Helen Scobey, cried to go with her father to vote on
election day. She is starting her plea for woman's suffrage at
an early age.
Blest be the tie that binds
Lewis Stewart to the school;
In her sweet smiles,
He contentment finds,
Although it's against the rules.
Mason has loomed up considerably since Cleveland's election,
so has his finances.
We noticed at the last reception that one of our girls had a
great liking for Sage, she may like it (him) better in thyme,
(time).
Miss F.—" I think I don't know."
Mr. B.—"My cripes!"
Miss B-rr-tt is helping Mr. W-ll-ng collect pictures for lan
guage work.
yirs, D.—Enjoys being surrounded by life and merriment,
especially in the dining-hall. This fact has been demonstrated
by a recent series of appointments.
Miss W-ls-n in phonics class—"A thing of beauty is a (b) -oy
forever." The statement of which truth, Mr. P-pp-r confirms,
as he does all of M iss W-ls-n's statements.
Miss Crane—"I don't care, there are older gentlemen in the
ehurch than I am."
Will some one please make Mr. Ott a pair of mittens, or
sew his pockets up ?
A short time ago a young lady while standing near the window
brushing her hat was attracted by a call " get a hat.' Will some
one please tell her where she may obtain one similar to the
prevailing style.
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FAVORITE SAYINGS.

M-s-n, "By Gum."
R-sl-ng, " Oh! That's easy."
H-w-11, " Say, Stud, translate this."
H-lb-rt. "Sure, Mike."
St-w-rt, " She's out of sight."
V-n Sc-t-n, " Just a few, please."
W-ks, " I'll smear you one."
R-ck-y " Jerusalem."
M-c L-w-. " What's the Bill, 9 o'clock and no breakfast."
C-rn-11, " Other arts also flourish."

FAVORITE OCCUPATION AFTER SCHOOL.

-tt, Hunting for his pompadour.
W—d, Presenting resolutions.
-xf-rd, Hanging out the " gym."
H-w-11, S upporting the fence.
R-ck-y, Racing tennis balls.
D-ck-ns-n, Horse-back riding.
V-n Sc-t-n, Do, re, mi, fa, so, sol, la, si, do,
C-dd-ngt-n, Stump speaking.
Br-df-rd, Catching birds.
T-t-s, Breaking bones.
St-dd-f-rd, Walking with the young ladies.(?)
K-mp, Using curling irons.

The old Model yell was getting to be somewhat of a chestnut,
so a new one was brought to light by one of the scholars and
was readily taken up by all. It goes like this:
Ray ! Ray ! Ray!
Whoop 'er, hazzle,
Razzle Dazzle,
Sis! Boom ! Ah!
Model!

^
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EXCHANGE TABLE.
i'nfI11

r?1 shake. the dust

it
from the college journals for June,
to thpfr 1° 1 a °Penin8 ^ie grav© of a dead past, and so, peace
to their class-day notes and commencement essays. We will
give our attention to the present overflowing Exchange Table.
t0 SGe S0 many "old friend*," but we give a cordial
J
welcome to the new journals as well.
W e find upon our table the following exchanges: " The Vassar
Miscellany
The Polytechnic" The Nassau Lit," " The Helios,"
t J i f f t S u 5 1 ' U r 8 i n U S Collc"' Bulletin," " Pratt Insti
tute Monthly
The Musical Record," " The Advance," " The AtlanR,cm,ew \ " Heakl's College Journal," " The Indian
m
J
Helper," " Traveler's Record."
" The Helios," a y oung college monthly, edited by the Delta
G lapter of the Grand Rapids High School Fraternity, is an ener
getic, sunshiny school journal. It is of creditable size and pleas
ing appearance, and we feel sure will penetrate to the very front
rank of school journals.
One of the most interesting and valuable in the long list of
exchanges which come to us, is " The Pratt Institute Monthly
We read with amused interest, Jerome K. Jerome's unconscious
argument in favor of Manual Training, quoted in it.
The " Nassau Literary Magazine," ranks with some of the be«t
literary magazines of the day. Mr. Newton evidently had some
thing to say when he wrote the MacLean Prize Oration, " The
Mission of Research," and said that something in the most fin
ished style. The essay is the result of the most careful and pro
found thought.
We are always glad to see " The Vassar Miscellany," i t is " Culchaw" from "covah to covah."
Dr. F. E. White, Supt. of the Public Schools, Cincinnati, Ohio, says* The f-i^t
that the book had its origin in the class-room is obvious. It is one of the" best P!
mentary manuals for high schools that I have read, and I commend it to the f ivnr
able consideration of all secondary teachers."
C. P. F. Bancroft, Prin., Phillips Academy, Andovcr, Mae*., says: "It has th#»
great merit of being an in ; resting book, clear, careful, and compact/'

ELEMENTARY PSYCHOLOGY,
With practical Applications to Elocution and Conduct of Life, including An Outline
of Logic. By JAMES H. BAKER. A.M.. President, University of Colorado
23*2
pages, 12mo, attractive ' bound in cloth. Mailing price to teachers, $1.00
This work presents, v.
ipplications, the more important principles of psvchol
ogy in a clear and concise
n, arrainged for High and Normal Schools and adanttHl
H
to the use of teachers and t. general reader.
The publishers would be cased to send sjtecimcn pages and correspond trifh the tea
chers regarding this book.

Effingham Maynard 5 a., Pub., 771 B roadway, 6 7 4 69 Ninth S t., N. Y .

